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Abstract

Increasing gas turbine operating temperatures are driving the development of novel coatings for niche

applications. One such application is as an anchor phase material for use in the high-pressure turbine

stage, for which NiAlTa alloys are a promising candidate. Extended exposure to the high temperatures

of this environment can cause interdiffusion of elements between the coating and the underlying blade

material. In this study, NiAlTa/CMSX-4 diffusion couples were investigated experimentally and com-

putationally. The couples initially contained two two-phase regions (γ + γ′) and (β + τ1). After heat

treatment at 1100 ◦C, interdiffusion had caused the τ1 Laves phase in the coating to transform to the τ2

Heusler phase, and TCP precipitation was observed in the CMSX-4. A CALPHAD-based model, using

Thermo-Calc and DICTRA, developed for this system was able to predict the concentration profiles

across the diffusion couple at 1000 ◦C, with the presence of the predicted phases in the interdiffusion

zone verified by x-ray diffraction. However, due to the limited diffusion data for intermetallic phases

available in the kinetic database, the model predictions were poor at higher temperatures. In order for

the development of intermetallic coatings to be aided by CALPHAD-based simulations, more kinetic

data is needed for intermetallic phases than is available at present.



Introduction

In a gas turbine engine, leakage of gas from the flow path reduces the efficiency of the engine. This1

occurs when air escapes over the top of the rotating blades, and therefore does no work [1]. Such losses2

can be prevented by employing an appropriate sealing method between the stationary casing and the3

rotating blades.4

One such sealing method focusses on achieving sealing by tipping the turbine blades with an abrasive5

system that cuts a track into surrounding abradable material on the static counterfacing [2]. The abrasive6

system consists of abrasive particles, usually cubic boron nitride, affixed to the blade tip using a coating7

known as an anchor phase. This system has to cut effectively, and protect the blade tip from wear to8

maintain an effective seal. Therefore, the abrasive system is required to remain in place for the lifetime of9

the engine [3]. Prior research has shown that the currently available anchor phase materials are unable to10

withstand abrasion at the operating temperatures required for gas turbine engines [4]. The Laves phase11

strengthened Ni-Al-Ta system has been identified as a possible candidate anchor phase material. This12

material has been shown to possess sufficient high temperature strength for use in this application [4]. For13

this investigation a new candidate material, Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10, has been chosen. Alloys of this composition14

contain two phases, β-NiAl and τ1-NiTaAl [5]. The body centred cubic β phase provides environmental15

resistance, and the continuous Laves phase, NiTaAl, maintains strength at high temperatures.16

CMSX-4 is the superalloy of choice for turbine blades, with a γ/γ′ microstructure and a volume17

fraction of γ′ precipitates on the order of 0.7 [6]. When developing a new coating, the compatibility with18

the underlying superalloy must be considered. This includes considering the thermal expansivity of both19

materials, and characterising the material interactions that occur when the pair in contact is exposed20

to operational temperatures. The behaviour of the previous anchor phase candidate, NiCoCrAlY, in21

contact with the CMSX-4 superalloy, is well understood and known to be not detrimental to the physical22

properties of the superalloy [7, 8]. It is unknown whether this is the case for the new candidate material23

Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10. It is known to have a similar coefficient of thermal expansion to that of CMSX-4 [4],24

but how interdiffusion between the CMSX-4 and Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 may affect either material has not25

been quantified. This may be characterised either through experimental methods, or by use of numerical26

simulations based on the CALPHAD approach. One such method may be developed using DICTRA, the27

diffusion module of the well-known CALPHAD programme Thermo-Calc [9]. Ideally, a model could be28

developed which can make predictions for multiple coating systems, and then only the most promising29

systems studied experimentally.30

Simulations of superalloy/superalloy diffusion couples and superalloy/single-phase diffusion couples31

have been achieved [10–12], although the process is computationally expensive, due to the nature of32

the ordering that takes place in γ/γ′ systems. Simulating coating systems in contact with superalloys33

presents an additional challenge as there are often steep diffusion gradients involved, which can be difficult34
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to simulate in a stable manner [13]. Despite these challenges, there are numerous recent examples in35

the literature of Thermo-Calc and DICTRA being used to model the behaviour of NiCoCrAlY coatings,36

due to its important technical applications as a bond coat in thermal barrier coatings [14–16]. As well37

as modelling interdiffusion between the substrate and coating, some models incorporate the additional38

effects of surface oxidation [17–19]. Crucially, NiCoCrAlY usually consists only of β + γ or γ′ phases,39

which have comprehensive thermodynamic and kinetic descriptions in the available Thermo-Calc and40

DICTRA databases. However, there is little evidence of modelling of entirely intermetallic coatings41

deposited on superalloys in the literature, especially those based on the Ni-Al-Ta systems, which is likely42

in part to be due to the limited thermodynamic and kinetic data available. Thermodynamic data for43

the Ni-Al-Ta systems has been available since an initial assessment in 1991 [20], and the diffusivities in44

the binary Ni-Al [21, 22] and Ni-Ta [23–25] have been assessed. There have also been recent efforts to45

characterise diffusivities in the ternary system, although this was limited to low aluminium and tantalum46

concentrations, and hence only provides characterisation of interdiffusivities in the fcc phase [26]. The47

mobility of elements within complex intermetallic phases remains uncharacterised, and hence the degree48

to which this will affect the reliability of any DICTRA based CALPHAD models of intermetallic coatings49

is unknown. There have been some efforts to use CALPHAD coupled with experiments to guide the50

design of other NiAl-based materials, in particular those based on the NiAl-Cr and NiAl-Mo systems,51

which are able to form fibre-reinforced microstructures upon directional solidification [27]. This study52

use initial CALPHAD predictions to guide alloy design, and the actual results of experiments have not53

necessarily been reincorporated into the CALPHAD databases.54

Therefore, the aim of the presented work is two-fold. Firstly, the authors wished to investigate exper-55

imentally the phase formations and compositional evolutions when a Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10/CMSX-4 diffusion56

couple is exposed to high temperatures. Secondly, the authors aimed to develop a DICTRA-based CAL-57

PHAD model to predict the microstructural development observed. It is expected that limitations in58

the available mobility data for intermetallics will lead to deviations between observed and modelled be-59

haviour. However, the extent to which CALPHAD-based diffusion models of intermetallics are limited60

by this lack of data cannot be known without comparison to experiment. The results of this study add61

to the call for greater understanding of atomic mobility within intermetallic phases, as without it an62

entire area of CALPHAD modelling remains of limited use to the intermetallics community.63

Experimental64

Experimental Methods65

Diffusion couple experiments were performed using CMSX-4/Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 diffusion couples. The66

nominal compositions of the couple end members are given in Table I. Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 was made by67
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arc-melting (Arc Melter AM, Edmund Buehler) the pure elements (99.99%) in a water-cooled copper68

hearth, with a non-consumable tungsten electrode to achieve good mixing. Samples were homogenised at69

1300 ◦C for 24 hours and air-cooled. CMSX-4 rods, 9 mm in diameter, were provided by Rolls-Royce plc.70

The rods and arc-melted bars were cut (Struers Accutom-5, diamond tipped wheel) into sections 10 mm71

in length. The faces to be bonded were polished to a 1 µm finish using diamond paste. The diffusion72

couples were produced by bonding one CMSX-4 section and one Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 section together using73

an induction heated vacuum diffusion bonder. The sections were held at a load of 98.1 N, and heated at74

a rate of 200 ◦C min−1 to 1000 ◦C. The sample was held at this temperature for 1 minute, before being75

allowed to cool in vacuum.76

The bonded sample was then cut into 2 mm thick slices, to give 5 samples, manufactured under77

identical conditions. The slices were sealed in quartz tubes under vacuum, and heat treated for 16 or78

100 hours at either 900 ◦C, 1000 ◦C or 1100 ◦C in a box furnace. All quartz tubes were quenched in79

iced water upon removal from the furnace. Following heat treatment, the diffusion couple slices were80

ground using progressively finer grades of SiC paper from 600 to 2500 grit for 3 minutes at each stage81

(Saphir 550, ATM Metallography). They were then ground for 5 minutes using 4000 grit paper before82

being polished with 1 µm diamond suspension for 3 minutes. The polishing process was completed using83

0.06 µm colloidal silica oxide polishing suspension (OPS) diluted with water in a 1:1 ratio for 10 minutes.84

After OPS polishing, the sample was placed in ethanol and treated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes85

to remove any remaining colloidal silica.86

The polished samples were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron probe87

microanalysis (EPMA) on a FEI Nova NanoSEM 450. Samples were imaged in Backscattered Electrion88

(BSE) mode and line scans were carried out for EPMA analysis (Bruker ESPRIT 1.9) at 15 keV and89

221 pA. Analysis of the compositions of the CMSX-4 and Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 was carried out on non-90

bonded samples from the same bars that were used to prepared diffusion couples. A minimum of 1091

spot measurements were used to determine the average alloy composition. These measurements, and92

the associated error are shown in Table I. Composition profiles for the diffusion couples were obtained93

perpendicular to the bonding interface across distances of 250 µm or 500 µm, depending on the length of94

the heat treatment applied.95

An automated X-ray diffractometer, Bruker D8 Advance, with a LynxEye EX detector was used with96

Cu-Kα radiation at 40kV and 40mA to collect X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra from the bonded and97

heat-treated samples. X-ray analysis was performed using a fixed divergence slit with a scan rate of98

0.35 2θmin−1 over a 2θ range of 15-100◦.99
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Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 CMSX-4 DICTRA input
Nominal Analyzed Nominal Analyzed Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 CMSX-4

Ni 45.3 46.5 ± 1.59 63.75 64.4 ± 2.00 45.294 63.78
Al 44.7 43.6 ± 2.21 12.59 12.2 ± 0.621 44.7 12.59
Ta 10.0 9.91 ± 0.42 2.18 2.25 ± 0.127 10.0 2.18
Cr - - 7.58 7.20 ± 0.257 0.001 9.26
Co - - 9.26 10.1 ± 0.380 0.001 7.58
Ti - - 1.27 1.02 ± 0.085 0.001 0.98
Re - - 0.98 0.98 ± 0.087 0.001 1.98
W - - 1.98 1.65 ± 0.113 0.001 1.27
Mo - - 0.38 0.191 ± 0.0255 0.001 0.38
Hf - - 0.03 Not measured - -

Table I: Nominal and measured alloy compositions, alongside input for the DICTRA model (atomic
fraction).

Diffusion Simulations100

The diffusion module of Thermo-Calc, DICTRA, was used to model the CMSX-4/Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 diffu-101

sion couples. Thermodynamic and kinetic data were taken from the databases TCNI8 [28] and MOBNI3102

[29], respectively. The couple was modelled using the homogenization model [30, 31], which considers103

the multicomponent, multiphase system as a 1D problem. The partial molar volume of all substitutional104

elements is assumed to be constant. It is also assumed that the number of vacancies correspond to equi-105

librium, and formation of pores via vacancy annihilation is not considered. The domain being modelled106

was discretized into 60 volume elements, the size and position of which were distributed according to two107

geometric distributions that met in the centre of the simulated volume, to give the highest concentration108

of volume elements close to the initial interface of the diffusion couple. In each volume element, the109

local elemental concentrations, temperature and pressure give a resultant local equilibrium which in turn110

determines the chemical potentials, fractions and composition of the phases present in each volume. This111

locally minimised Gibbs energy assumption, as opposed to globally minimised Gibbs energy, is a good112

approximation if the local microstructural length scale is small compared to the long range diffusion113

distance [30].114

The diffusion flux Jk of a species k between two neighbouring volume elements is evaluated in the115

homogenization model according to [32] as:116

Jk = −
Meff

k RT

Vm∆z

√
xn−1k xnk 2 sinh

(
∆µk

2RT

)
(1)

117

where Meff
k is the effective mobility of species k, Vm is the molar volume, ∆z is the distance between118

the centres of the two finite volumes considered, xn−1k and xnk denote the mole fractions of species k in119

neighbouring volumes n − 1 and n, and ∆µk is the difference in local chemical potentials between the120

two finite volumes obtained from the local minimum in Gibbs energy in each volume.121
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Various methods to evaluate the local kinetic properties exist and are outlined in [30]. Hashin-122

Shtrikman bounds may not be used in this case due to a lack of diffusion data [13], so in this work the123

upper Wiener bounds, more generally termed the “Rule of Mixtures”, were used to calculate the effective124

mobilities such that:125

Meff
k =

∑
f iM i

k (2)

126

where f i is the volume fraction of phase i and M i
k is the mobility of species k in phase i.127

All of the simulations modelled a diffusion couple of length 1 mm, with the initial interface at 500 µm.128

Simulations were performed using the nominal composition of the alloys, due to difficulty obtaining a129

representative average overall composition for the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 alloy as the β-NiAl and C14 Laves130

phases have substantially different compositions. To give the starting compositions shown in Table I the131

concentrations of each element across the region were defined using an error function expression of the132

form:133

cn = c1 +
c2 − c1

2

[
1 + erf

(
x− xi
s

)]
(3)

134

where cn is the concentration of element n, c1 and c2 are the initial concentrations of the element of135

each side of the interface, x is the position on the x-axis at which the concentration is being calculated,136

xi is the position of the interface between the two materials, given in this case by 500× 10−6 m, and s137

is a transition smoothing constant, set to be 5× 10−7 m. Hf is excluded from the simulation due to its138

concentration being too low to reliably measure by EPMA for comparison. Very low concentrations of139

Co, Cr, Re, W, Ti, and Mo are included in the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 side of the diffusion couple simulation140

to stabilise the simulation.141

Thermo-Calc simulations were carried out to confirm the expected equilibrium phases in the end-142

member materials of the diffusion couple at the relevant temperatures. Based on this, the four initial143

phases used in the DICTRA simulation were γ and γ′ (equilibrium phases in CMSX-4), and β-NiAl144

and C14 Laves phase, NiTaAl (equilibrium phases in Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10). The additional active phases145

were the Heusler phase Ni2TaAl, as well as a selection of detrimental topologically close-packed (TCP)146

phases that form in CMSX-4 (σ, µ, and P) [33]. Mobility data is only available for three of the initial147

equilibrium phases, γ, γ′, and β-NiAl. Therefore, the Laves phase is treated in calculations as a phase148

through which no diffusion may occur. A miscibility gap in the µ phase also has to be programmed for149

manually to allow the simulation to run to completion.150

In order to be able to compare experimental composition profiles to calculated composition profiles, 25151
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line scans were taken for each condition, and the recorded compositions averaged to give an experimental152

concentration for each element at each grid point. This approach compensates for the large scatter in153

concentrations in the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 due to the very low miscibility of tantalum in NiAl. Since the154

model predicts average bulk composition at any grid point, these calculated experimental values are more155

comparable than the compositions of any selected individual phase.156

Using the centre of volumes defined in the DICTRA simulation as the points of comparison for157

experimental and calculated data, the error between the concentration profiles may be calculated using158

least squares error according to Equation 4 [11]:159

average error =

(
1

n

n∑
1

(xexpi − xcali )2

) 1
2

(4)

where xexpi and xcali are the experimental and calculated concentration values at the centre of each160

colume respectively, and n is the number of grid points compared.161

The maximum error between the experimental and calculated values for any one elemental concen-162

tration profile was the grid point which gave the highest value of ((xexpi − xcali )2)1/2. Normalized error163

is calculated according to the method in [11].164

Results & Discussion165

Diffusion Couple Microstructures166

The microstructural changes after heat treatments at 900 ◦C, 1000 ◦C and 1100 ◦C were very similar,167

with the greatest difference being the extent of interdiffusion between the materials. The changes are168

most easily seen in the samples treated at 1100 ◦C, as these had the largest diffusion distance of the169

samples. Figure 1 shows the development of the diffusion couple microstructure with increasing heat170

treatment duration at 1100 ◦C. The cross sections were imaged using back-scattered electrons, so the171

brightness of a phase is proportional to the average atomic number of said phase. Hence, the β-NiAl172

appears darkest, C14 NiTaAl and TCP phases appear bright, and the γ and γ′ phases fall in between173

(with a low contrast between γ and γ′ due to their similar composition). The bonding process showed no174

large scale disruptions to the microstructures of the two end-members, and it was verified by EPMA that175

no significant interdiffusion had occurred. The scale of the Laves phase structure in the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10176

is significantly larger than that of the γ′ precipitates in the CMSX-4.177

Holding at 1100 ◦C has lead to the development of four distinct regions in the diffusion couple, which178

may be seen in Figure 1. Far from the interface, the structure of CMSX-4 is unaffected. Close to the179

interface, an interdiffusion zone (IDZ) has formed in the CMSX-4, similar to that seen when CMSX-180

4 is aluminised or plat-aluminised [34]. This is a region of β and γ′, with brighter TCP phases also181
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Figure 1: BSE SEM images of the CMSX-4/Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 diffusion couple microstructures (a) as-
bonded and after (b) 16 hours and (c) 100 hours at 1100 ◦C. (d) shows a higher magnification image of
the inter-diffusion zone (IDZ) formed in sample (c).
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visible. The depth of the IDZ after 100 h at 1100 ◦C is twice that of the IDZ that forms after 16 h. In182

the anchor phase side, the BSE reveals that a phase transformation has occured in the coating near183

the interface. The continuous NiTaAl phase appears to have been partially dissolved. It also shows184

reduced contrast in BSE mode, indicating a reduction in average atomic number. Far from the interface,185

the microstructure of the anchor phase remains unchanged. To further characterise the changes taking186

place during the heat treatment, the EPMA line scans in Figure 2 were collected. These scans show187

the direction of atomic fluxes for the three component elements of Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10. As expected from188

the concentration gradients present in the initial diffusion couple, nickel diffuses out of the CMSX-4 into189

the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10, whereas aluminium and tantalum diffuse in the opposite direction from the anchor190

phase into the superalloy.191

Consideration of these fluxes allows for explanation of the observed microstructural regions. The192

raised nickel concentration in the anchor phase near the interface moves the local alloy composition on193

the Ni-Ta-Al phase diagram from the β-NiAl + τ1-NiTaAl two-phase field into the β-NiAl + τ2-Ni2AlTa194

two-phase field [35]. The presence of the Ni2AlTa Heusler phase was verified using XRD, as shown in195

Figure 3. Since the continuous nature of the τ1-NiTaAl Laves phase is responsible for strengthening the196

material at high temperatures, this transformation to a discontinuous phase is likely to reduce the overall197

strength of the material [36, 37].198

Figure 2 shows that there is an increase in aluminium concentration in the IDZ post heat treatment.199

This incoming aluminium flux works to stabilise NiAl in the IDZ as can be seen in Figure 1. This200

phase has a low solid solubility for tantalum, so tantalum is rejected into the surrounding material,201

contributing to the regions of elevated tantalum content seen in the line scan of the IDZ. Since tantalum202

is a strong γ′ former, this effect in combination with the incoming tantalum flux from the coating203

stabilises islands of γ′. The increased fraction of γ′ causes elements that segregate to the γ, such as204

rhenium, chromium, molybdenum and tungsten, to quickly super-saturate the remaining γ phase. This205

leads to the precipitation of TCP phases enriched in these elements in the IDZ. The presence of the206

TCP phase σ was verified using XRD, with the results shown in Figure 3. The σ (002) peak around 38◦207

has the greatest intensity, potentially due to a texture induced by an orientation relationship with the208

CMSX-4 [33]. Generally, the σ peak intensity is low, due to a very small crystal size.209

The diffusion of tantalum in CMSX-4 may approximated by considering the diffusivity of tantalum210

in pure nickel, which is given by Equation 5 [23]:211

DTa(m2s−1) = 2.19× 10−5 exp
−251 kJ mol−1

RT
(5)

212

213

Substituting Equation 5 into an approximation of Fick’s first law, x̄ ≈
√
Dt, where x̄ is the mean214
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diffusion distance and t is the time at temperature, tantalum is predicted to diffuse approximately 19 µm215

after 16 h at 1100 ◦C and 47 µm after 100 h at 1100 ◦C. This is comparable to the measured sizes of 24 µm216

and 55 µm, respectively, suggesting that tantalum diffusion is limiting the size of the IDZ. The overall217

behaviour of the diffusion couple subjected to heat treatment is summarised in a schematic in Figure 4,218

showing the zones formed, and the direction of the atomic fluxes.219
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Figure 2: EPMA line scan results from the as-bonded diffusion couple and after 100 h at 1100 ◦C. Only
nickel, tantalum and aluminium are included for clarity.
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Figure 3: XRD traces for the as-bonded sample and after 100 h at 1100 ◦C. New peaks in the trace
post heat treatment are indicated with filled markers. These new peaks indicate the formation of small
amounts of σ and Heusler phase after the diffusion couple has been heat treated.

Figure 4: Schematic showing the substrate, coating, inter-diffusion zone (IDZ), and direction of key
fluxes between the CMSX-4 and Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 coating.
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Simulation Results and Comparisons220

Figure 5 compares the measured compositions to the calculated alloy composition profiles for couples221

treated at a) 1000 ◦C for 16 h, b) 1100 ◦C for 16 h and c) 1100 ◦C for 100 h. In all three cases, the222

agreement between the simulation and experiment is better for the CMSX-4 side of the diffusion couple223

than the anchor phase side due in part to the large scatter in experimental reading introduced by the224

large difference in phase composition between NiAl and NiAlTa. In all three cases, the simulation over-225

estimates the bulk aluminium content of the anchor phase, and correspondingly underestimates the nickel226

content. This could potentially be due to the averaging factor applied to experimental data, but may227

also be due to experimental uncertainty in the aluminium EPMA signal.228

Of the three simulations, the best agreement is achieved for the 16 h 1000 ◦C case, as shown in Figure229

5a. Here, the overall shape of the predicted diffusion profiles matches well with the experimentally230

obtained profiles, even though the absolute maximum and minimum values show some error. The extent231

of interdiffusion into the anchor phase is well predicted, with the experimental diffusion profile levelling232

off at around 40 µm as predicted. The slight diffusion of both cobalt and chromium observed in the233

experimental data is also well predicted by the model.234

However, when the temperature is raised to 1100 ◦C, the experimental results and simulation show235

greater divergence, particularly in the prediction of diffusion into the anchor phase. After 16 h at 1100 ◦C,236

the experimental results show that the nickel and aluminium content of the anchor phase have changed up237

to 75 µm into the anchor phase, whereas the DICTRA model predicts a penetration depth of only around238

40 µm, similar to the 1000 ◦C simulation. However, despite underestimating the extent of diffusion, the239

simulation predicts the shape of the diffusion profiles in the anchor phase side, with the experimental240

nickel concentration showing the predicted discontinuous increase in the anchor phase. The measured241

aluminium concentration also shows the predicted two stage drop-off, although of a significantly larger242

magnitude than predicted by the simulation. DICTRA struggles to accurately predict the extent of243

diffusion into and out of the anchor phase for these two elements, because the Heusler phase which is244

forming cannot be entered in the DICTRA simulation as a phase that facilitates diffusion, due to a lack245

of kinetic data. This means that the simulation only takes account of diffusion in the bcc NiAl phase,246

when clearly the dissolution of NiAlTa and formation of Ni2AlTa plays an important role. However,247

both the extent of the diffusion of tantalum from the anchor phase into the CMSX-4 and the shape of248

the resultant concentration profile are well predicted by the simulation, indicating that for the diffusion249

of tantalum, consideration of the NiAl phase alone is in this case accounting for the dominant diffusion250

mechanism.251

In the 100 h 1100 ◦C case, the discrepancies between the predicted profiles and the experimental252

measured ones are greatest, with diffusion affecting the composition up to 200 µm into the anchor phase,253

and increasing discrepancies in the predicted profile shape. Again, of the three elements making up the254
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anchor phase, the tantalum predictions best matched the profile observed experimentally, due to the255

slow diffusing nature of the large tantalum atoms [38]. Experimentally, significant cobalt diffusion into256

the anchor phase has been measured, but this is not predicted by the simulation.257

The conclusions drawn from Figure 5 are complimented by calculating the average error between258

each calculated and measured profile according to equation 4. Table II shows the maximum, average and259

normalized errors for each component of the diffusion couples, at the different heat treatment conditions.260

Errors are quoted in atomic percent. Due to the method used to calculate normalized error (average261

error divided by average of end member compositions for that element) those elements which are present262

in CMSX-4 in very small amounts, and not at all in the anchor phase, such as Re, W, Mo and Ti,263

show very large normalized errors. If the three elements present initially in both systems are considered264

(nickel, aluminium and tantalum), the error analysis also shows that with increasing heat treatment265

temperature and time, the accuracy of the DICTRA simulation decreases, with the average error and266

standard deviation in the error both increasing for these elements across the time and temperature range.267
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Element Max error Average error σerror Normalized average error

16 h 1000 ◦C
Ni 8.5 3.9 ±2.3 7.1
Al 9.6 5.5 ±2.9 19.0
Ta 5.3 1.7 ±1.7 28.3
Cr 2.8 0.73 ±0.72 19.3
Co 2.0 0.91 ±0.47 19.7
Ti 0.36 0.20 ±0.20 31.8
Mo 0.17 0.08 ±0.08 46.8
W 0.86 0.49 ±0.41 49.4
Re 1.1 0.64 ±0.28 130.9

16 h 1100 ◦C
Ni 12.9 4.8 ±4.1 8.9
Al 15.7 6.6 ±4.9 22.8
Ta 7.2 2.2 ±2.1 36.5
Cr 3.7 1.1 ±1.1 28.9
Co 4.2 1.4 ±1.3 30.8
Ti 0.47 0.23 ±0.23 36.9
Mo 0.37 0.10 ±0.10 52.9
W 0.73 0.37 ±0.29 37.6
Re 0.71 0.41 ±0.24 83.7

100 h 1100 ◦C
Ni 14.7 6.8 ±5.9 12.5
Al 18.9 9.4 ±7.1 32.6
Ta 6.0 2.3 ±2.2 37.4
Cr 4.7 1.3 ±1.3 34.3
Co 5.6 2.1 ±1.8 45.4
Ti 0.81 0.26 ±0.26 41.0
Mo 0.23 0.08 ±0.08 44.4
W 1.3 0.6 ±0.37 62.1
Re 1.2 0.70 ±0.25 142

Table II: Errors between the measured and predicted profiles in atomic percent.
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured composition profiles to the overall calculated composition profiles:
a) 16 hour 1000 ◦C, b) 16 hour 1100 ◦C, c) 100 hour 1100 ◦C. The measured profiles are denoted using
the open markers, and the solid line represents the prediction of the DICTRA model.
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Conclusions268

Investigation of the interactions of a potential new anchor phase material Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 with the269

existing blade alloy CMSX-4 was carried out using diffusion couple methods, at a range of temperatures270

and times. The experimental results were compared with DICTRA simulations of the multiphase diffusion271

couples. The results of this investigation are as follows:272

1. Diffusion of nickel into the anchor phase, and tantalum out of the anchor phase into the CMSX-4273

drives the transformation of the reinforcing NiTaAl Laves phase to a discontinuous Ni2TaAl Heusler274

phase. This may be detrimental to the abrasion performance of the coating, due to a reduction in275

strength associated with the transformation.276

2. As with aluminised superalloys, diffusion of aluminium into the CMSX-4 stabilises γ′ formation277

in the IDZ, which drives TCP precipitation. This process is accelerated by additional diffusion of278

tantalum into the CMSX-4 which is a strong γ′ former.279

3. After heat-treatment at 1000 ◦C for 16 h, the measured composition profile for tantalum shows280

agreement with the profile predicted by a multiphase DICTRA simulation. There is some scatter281

in the experimental measurement due to the large difference in tantalum concentration in the two282

phases present in the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10. This agreement is despite the lack of mobility data for the283

τ1-NiTaAl phase in the initial diffusion couple, or for the Heusler and TCP phases that form during284

the heat treatment. The shapes of the predicted nickel and aluminium profiles match those of the285

measured profile, but over-predict and under-predict the concentrations of aluminium and nickel286

in the Ni45.3Al44.7Ta10 respectively. This may be due to the use of nominal composition in the287

presented DICTRA model.288

4. When the temperature is raised to 1100 ◦C, there is little agreement between the simulation and the289

experimental data, with the discrepancy increasing with longer heat treatment times. This is due290

to the lack of mobility data for the initially present τ1-NiTaAl phase, and for the τ2-Ni2TaAl and291

TCP phases that form during the heat treatment. This highlights the limitations of the currently292

available Thermo-Calc and DICTRA databases for modelling of this kind of superalloy coating. In293

order to improve the fit of predicted profiles to experimental data, mobility data is required for294

more of the intermetallic phases that form in the system, so that the model is more able to capture295

the nuances of the experimental reality.296
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